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From the president...
I am amazed at the extent of philanthropy
that exists among photographers. Here are
a few examples:
A camera club in Austin, Texas, makes
family portraits for those families at Fort
Hood who have members stationed
overseas.
The New Bern, NC, photography club
makes photos of nursing home residents
which the residents give to their families for
Christmas.
Another club makes family
portraits (and frames them) so the residents can display them in their
rooms.
A photographer I've read about contributes, to the grieving parents,
photographs of infants who were still born. The photographs that I
saw were very tastefully done and clearly showed the love of parents
for the child even though the child did not survive.
Our own club has members that contribute their time and talents to
local causes. Circle of Hope fund raisers, Prevent Child Abuse
Habersham fund raisers, newspaper photos of animals at the
Gesbocker shelter - the list goes on. And don't forget the Help
Portrait event on December 5. It is an occasion where we (all of us)
can do some good.
Cover Photo: The Milky Way from Richard Russell Scenic Highway by John Martin.
See article in this issue regarding how it was made. If you have an image you think
would make a good cover send it to the newsletter editor: jmartin@hemc.net

Carole Kropscot writes this column for the PSA Journal. She has given our club permission
to include her articles in Focus on the Foothills.

Just for

Beginners!
Clouds and Blue Skies

Just a few of the amazing lessons learned by photographing clouds. The sky
looks more blue in the part of the sky opposite the sun. This is especially
noticeable in morning or late afternoon. Look east, look west. Different blue!
This lesson can be carried forward to paying attention to the color of the sky
when photographing anything outdoors. If the sky is pale behind a person, the
photographer can start walking around the person until the sky is a richer shade
of blue. Or return to take the picture at another time when the sky is blue where
you want it. After all, a building or mountain cannot turn around to face you
while you walk around it!
How far is the sun from the horizon? Sunlight from a sun near the horizon is a
different color from when it is high up at noon. The subject matter takes on that
coloring. The principle applies not only to clouds but also to all subject matter.
This is why the image’s look changes considerably depending on the time of
day.
The camera’s auto focus feature does not like clouds. Clouds do not have
anything solid to focus on. Learn to use manual at infinity for skies. When auto
focus cannot find a place to focus upon, the photo will not be sharp. (As a workaround for achieving focus on other soft subjects, learn to focus on another
object at the same approximate distance and then recompose the image before
taking the shot.)
Clouds near the horizon create the best sunset. A clear sky is not a day for
sunset photos. Windy days can blow clouds into unique shapes and patterns.
Keep checking the skies so as not to miss that short-lived moment.
Apply this same sense of alertness to other areas of photography so you don’t
miss a good shot due to a simple lack of paying attention. Plan ahead by
finding locations where you can go when the skies have that special look. Have
a few choices of scenes that could use an interesting sky for a background.
Know about locations with an unobstructed view to capture just the sky.
Transfer this planning strategy to other areas of your photography.

October Meeting
The days are cooler,
the leaves are starting
to turn and the traffic
from Atlanta is getting
heavy. Can it get any
better?
Yes, it can.
The club's program
for October is "Fall
Landscapes" brought
by Jeff Gulle.
(Great timing by our
Program Chairman,
Colby Moore!)
You will not want to
miss this meeting:
Tuesday, October 20,
6:30 PM, at North
Georgia
Technical
College, Clarkesville,
GA.

Along these same lines, you might want to check out
the article about clouds and blue skies on the
preceding page. Even bright fall leaves don't look
good against a pale sky.

The Story Behind the
Photo
...John Martin

There has been a lot of
conversation in the club
recently about shooting the
stars:
astrophotography.
Thanks to the hints and
encouragement by Rich St.
John, I decided to give a try at
photographing the Milky Way.
So...here's the story:
First, I had to find a dark
place. If there is ANY light
pollution you will have a tough
time seeing the Milky Way. I
live in a rural neighborhood
(no street lights) about two miles from Clarkesville. Too much light.
I've never seen the Milky Way from my house. So I did a trial run up
into the mountains and found an excellent spot on the Richard Russell
Scenic Highway - a pull-off about 300 yards south of where it crosses
the Appalachian Trail.
Next I picked a night when the moon would contribute any light to the
sky. This picture was made on October 14. The moon was in it's first
stages (only a tiny sliver) and, to make sure I waited one hour past
moonset. It was also two hours after sunset. It was truly DARK up
there deep in the Chattahoochee National Forest. And it was clear.
Cloud covers will mess up your shoot.
Everything I read about shooting the Milky Way said to use a wide
angle lens. I couldn't understand why since my relatively short f/2.8

24mm lets in a ton of light. I now know: The Milky Way is so darn big
you need a wide angle lens to get it all in the frame! I don't have one
but I have the next best thing: A friend who has one. So, I borrowed
his 14mm and headed to the hills.
I set up my camera on the tripod, switched the lens into manual and
focused the lens VERY carefully on infinity by using a light down in
Helen or Robertstown as a target. I taped the focus ring into place
with a band-aid so it wouldn't wiggle out of perfect focus.
Per recommendations I set my ISO at 1600 and, using Rich's
suggested rule of 500, I exposed for 35 seconds (500/14=35.7).
Click. No foreground. Aimed the camera a bit lower and fired again.
Not bad for a first attempt.
In post processing (Lightroom) I ran the exposure up a bit on the
whole image and then brightened the shadows below the horizon to
get a little definition in the trees and a glimpse of the roadway.
It was fun, it was easy, and I'll do it again.
These web sites are worth checking out if you are interested in shooting the
Milky Way - or any other astrophotography:
https://luminous-landscape.com/landscape-astrophotography/
https://photographylife.com/photographing-the-milky-way#more-103251
http://digital-photography-school.com/dirty-guide-milky-way-photography/
And here you will find sun and moon rising and setting data for any place on
earth:
http://aa.usno.navy.mil/data/docs/RS_OneYear.php

It’s about giving
people who
otherwise
couldn’t afford
photography, a
chance to
capture a
moment, a
memory…and a
whole lot more.

Help-Portrait is about GIVING the pictures, not taking them.
These portraits aren't for a portfolio, website, or for sale.
Here are ways you can be involved:
Volunteers are needed to be runners, greeters, printers, and
shooters' assistants.
Corporate sponsors are needed - paper, cd's, envelopes,
food for guests and volunteers, bottled water, other drinks.
Getting the word out to churches and civic organizations - to
make the service known to those who would benefit.
And you can always contribute money to cover those items
that aren't donated.
The event is at NGTC on Saturday, December 5. Questions?
Contact Sharon Alicea, 706.809.9866 or flaglady@gmail.com

This will make your Christmas

Brasstown Bald Shoot

OK, this is going to take some explaining...
The Landscape Special Interest Group was making plans for an
early morning shoot on Brasstown Bald. The idea was to go there
to shoot sunrise and moonset at the same time. What you really
want is a situation where the sun rises 10 minutes (or so) before
the moon sets - that way they are both visible at the same time.
Good idea.
Except that it doesn't happen in October. It does happen in
November - on Thanksgiving morning. And...umm...maybe that
wouldn't be such a good idea.
Anyhow, the Brasstown Bald Shoot is off. We will re-evaluate in
the spring.

Hemlock Falls Shoot

The Landscape Special Group will host a fall leaf shoot into
Hemlock Falls. EVERYONE IS INVITED. We will meet at
Batesville General Store at 9:00 AM on the morning of Saturday,
November 7. After breakfast we'll drive to the trail head. Rain
date is November 14. Bring your own water and snack.
About Hemlock Falls
From the trail head it is a one and one-half mile walk to the falls
along a relatively flat former logging railroad bed. Along the trail
there are numerous opportunities to make moving water photos.

If you plan to go on the walk, please email John Martin at
jmartin@hemc.net.

Hospital Gallery Submissions Wanted !!
Habersham Medical Center is preparing a
new gallery and Foothills members are
asked to provide the art work. The theme
is "macro".
The easy definition of macro
is this: The photography of
shown larger than life size.
escutcheon at left would
Imagine it at 11 x 14 inches.

photography
small things
The keyhole
fit the bill.

Typically macro photographers prefer
flowers and bugs but there is no limit. You
may like to document the patterns of
things found. The picture below is simply the surface of a dead
tree where the bark was peeled back.
The submission guidelines are pretty
simple:
1. jpeg images only,
2. 11x14 in highest resolution you
have, and
3. landscape or portrait
orientation.
You do not have to make the prints. Just give the files on a
thumb drive to Sharon Alicea or Wendy O'Connor. The hospital
will bear the cost of printing and framing. You may submit as
many as you like but a maximum of two per person will be chosen
for display. Submission deadline is December 1.

A few snapshots...
Foothills members will have a rare opportunity to photograph the
interior of the historic Georgia Power plants at Tallulah Falls. This is thanks
to the efforts of our member Rick Moorhead. Watch future editions of the
newsletter and the club's Facebook page for details. (Wow. What a great
benefit of membership!)

Save the date of December 15. The Foothills Christmas party will
be at the fellowship hall of First Presbyterian Church of Clarkesville. FPG
will provide turkey and ham while club members should bring sides and
desserts. Sharon Alicea will coordinate items so we don't have twelve
banana puddings. (Maybe not a bad idea!)
Congratulations to our own Danny Young. Danny entered and
won "Best in Show" at the first ever Gibbs Gardens photography
competition. From over 800 entries, Danny's dragon fly on a water lily was
chosen to receive the first place award.

Colby Moore's "10 minute lesson" at this month's club meeting
will be about ISO. It relates to the sensitivity setting of your digital camera
and is one of the prime ingredients in making properly exposed photos.

November's program will be presented by Sharon Alicea and
Colby Moore. (I'm guessing "high energy" might be appropriate.) They'll
cover photographic subjects relating to the holiday season - including
holiday portraiture, small events, how to make better decoration pictures.

This is to whet your appetite. Future program key words include:
Peachtree Camera, macro, Sigma, Tom Query, emotional photography.

